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Figure 1. Six images that depict situations where actors, objects, substances, and locations play roles in an activity. Below each image is a

realized frame that summarizes the situation: the left columns (blue) list activity-specific roles (derived from FrameNet, a broad coverage

verb lexicon) while the right columns (green) list values (from ImageNet) for each role. Three different activities are shown, highlighting

that visual properties can vary widely between role values (e.g., clipping a sheep’s wool looks very different from clipping a dog’s nails).

Abstract

This paper introduces situation recognition, the problem

of producing a concise summary of the situation an image

depicts including: (1) the main activity (e.g., clipping), (2)

the participating actors, objects, substances, and locations

(e.g., man, shears, sheep, wool, and field) and most impor-

tantly (3) the roles these participants play in the activity

(e.g., the man is clipping, the shears are his tool, the wool

is being clipped from the sheep, and the clipping is in a

field). We use FrameNet, a verb and role lexicon devel-

oped by linguists, to define a large space of possible sit-

uations and collect a large-scale dataset containing over

500 activities, 1,700 roles, 11,000 objects, 125,000 images,

and 200,000 unique situations. We also introduce struc-

tured prediction baselines and show that, in activity-centric

images, situation-driven prediction of objects and activities

outperforms independent object and activity recognition.

1. Introduction

When we look at an image, we instantly and effortlessly

recognize not only what is happening (e.g., clipping) but

who and what is involved (e.g., a person, shears, a sheep,

wool) and how these entities relate to each other, i.e. the

roles that they play (e.g., the person does the clipping, the

shears are the clipping tool, and the wool is being clipped

from the sheep). In this paper, we argue for explicitly en-

coding such semantic roles, a key missing ingredient in cur-

rent paradigms of recognition, in image understanding. We

introduce situation recognition, a problem that involves pre-

dicting activities along with actors, objects, substances, and

locations and how these pieces fit together (semantic roles).

For example, the leftmost table in Figure 1 shows one such

representation: a situation where a man (agent) is clipping

(activity) wool (item) from a sheep (source) using

shears (tool) in a field (place).

Situation recognition generalizes activity recognition

and human-object interaction, using the assignment of roles

to define how actors, objects, substances, and locations par-

ticipate in activities. For example, Figure 1 has image pairs

that depict the same overall activity but look very differ-

ent when the participating entities change for the different

roles. Previous work has presented models for some as-

pects of a complete situation, including activity scene mod-

els [35] and models of very specific activities paired with

a few prototypical objects, such as playing a musical in-
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strument [48]. However, our formulation provides a more

complete representation of the different roles that each of

the participants can play, and allows us to scale to hundreds

of different activities. In essence, we are building represen-

tations that support the understanding not just of “What is

happening?” but also “Who is doing it?” (the agent role),

“What are they doing it to?” (patient), “What are they

doing it with?” (tool), “Where did it start?” (source),

and so on, as appropriate for each activity.

It is difficult to know a priori what roles entities can

play in each activity. However, we can draw inspiration

from the way verbs are used in the English language by

building on FrameNet [14], a linguist-authored verb lexi-

con. FrameNet pairs every verb with a frame, which speci-

fies a set of semantic roles. Semantic roles categorize how

objects can participate in the activity described by a verb.

For example, the two rightmost images of Figure 1 show

frames for spraying, which includes semantic roles such as

agent and destination. Such frames have been used

to build semantic parsers that match verbs to their argu-

ments in English sentences, for example see [3]. However,

here we instead use them to define the space of possible situ-

ations, much like how WordNet [13] was used to define Im-

ageNet [41] object classes. For each frame, the verb defines

an activity label, and the semantic roles specify how Word-

Net entities participate in the activity. For example, Figure 1

shows situations where the FrameNet verb spraying has

a semantic role tool that is filled with WordNet synsets

such as spray can or hose.

To demonstrate the generality of the situation recogni-

tion task, we introduce SituNet, a collection of over 125,000

images depicting 200,000 distinct situations. Each situation

includes one of 500 possible activities and values for up to

6 activity-specific roles (3.5 on average and 1,700 unique

roles in total with 190 types). The images were gathered

from Google image search with query expansion techniques

and labeled with complete situations on Amazon Mechan-

ical Turk. The annotators specified one of 80,000 possi-

ble WordNet sysnets for each role, providing over 11,000

unique values for this image collection. In addition to be-

ing large scale, this data is also high quality. For example,

even though the space of possible values is very large, 2 out

of 3 annotators provided the same synset for over 75% of

roles. Sections 4 and 5 provide the full details of the data

collection and statistics.

To support future work on the SituNet data, we pro-

vide results for a baseline model — a Conditional Ran-

dom Field (CRF) which includes CNN [43] features (fine

tuned by backpropagating the CRF error). This approach

significantly outperforms a 5000-way classifier that predicts

one of the 10 most frequent situations per verb. The CRF

achieves 32.3% top-1 and 58.9% top-5 accuracy for activity

prediction and predicts entire situations correctly 14.2% of

the time. When compared to independent models trained on

the same activity-centric data, the approach improves top-1

accuracy for object recognition by 8.6% and top-1 activity

recognition by 1.2%, demonstrating that the model bene-

fits significantly from the context that is provided by jointly

predicting the full situation. In aggregate, these results sug-

gest that situation recognition with the SituNet dataset has

the potential to become a strong benchmark for the study of

relatively complete understanding of situations in images.

2. Formal Task Definition

In situation recognition, we assume discrete sets of verbs

V , nouns N , and frames F . Each frame f ∈ F is paired

with a discrete set of semantic roles Ef . For example, Fig-

ure 1 shows six different situations, representing the verbs

clipping, jumping, and spraying. While some seman-

tic roles, e.g. agent, are shared across all three frames,

others (e.g., tool) only appear for some. Additionally,

each semantic role e ∈ Ef is paired with a noun value

ne ∈ N ∪ {∅}, where ∅ indicates the value is either not

known or does not apply. For example, in the first image

in Figure 1, the semantic role item takes the value wool.

In this paper, the verb set V and frame set F are derived

from FrameNet, while the noun set N is drawn from Word-

Net. We refer to the set of pairs of semantic roles and

their values as a realized frame, Rf = {(e, ne) : e ∈
Ef}. In the third image of Figure 1, Rf = {(agent,boy),

(source,cliff), (obstacle,∅), (destination,water),

(place,lake) }. Finally, a realized frame is valid if and

only if each value e ∈ Ef is assigned exactly one noun ne.

Now, given an image, our task is to predict a situa-

tion, S = (v,Rf ), specified by a verb v ∈ V and a

valid realized frame Rf . For example, in the last image

of Figure 1, the predicted situations is S = (spraying,

{(agent,fireman), (source,hose), (substance,water),

(destination,fire), (place,outside)}).

3. Related Work

Activity recognition in still images has been widely stud-

ied [21], and it is generally accepted that objects and scenes

are important for recognition [31]. These intuitions are of-

ten built directly into datasets by framing activity recogni-

tion as a discrete classification problem, with a small set

of multi-word category labels that combine a verb with a

scene or object [4, 10, 22, 44, 48, 49]. Although recent

work has scaled the number of classes [30], they are still

hand selected and it can be difficult to know what should be

included in the set. For example, while “cutting-vegetables”

is a category in Stanford-40, many others possibilities, like

“cutting-grass” or the more generic “cutting,” are missing

(similar examples can be found in all current activity recog-

nition datasets). In contrast, our task formulation uses lin-
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guistic resources to define a very large and significantly

more comprehensive space of possible situations.

Many methods have been proposed for modeling se-

mantic context in activity recognition [6]. Our approach

is most closely related to work that models object co-

occurrence [38] and uses graphical models to combine

many sources of contextual information [17, 12]. Actions

have been a particularly fruitful source of context [35], es-

pecially when combined with pose to create human-object

interactions [33, 47]. However, we present the first ap-

proach to define how multiple objects participate in a sin-

gle activity, allowing us to systematically recover activity-

specific facts such as “Who is doing it?” (the agent role),

“What are they doing it to?” (patient), etc.

There is also significant related work in the intersection

of language and vision. WordNet [13] is used to define Im-

ageNet [5] classes, much like how we use FrameNet [14]

to define our situation space. Recent work has also ex-

plored other areas of cross pollination, including video

recognition [20], cross modal mappings [42, 29, 16], coref-

erence [8, 28], and affordances [52]. In particular, sentence

generation is closely related and has received significant at-

tention [50, 26, 2, 11, 46, 34, 24, 36, 32]. Our situations are

inspired by semantic role labeling models [3, 27], which are

designed to provide a type of shallow semantics for verbs;

in essence, our frames correspond to simple declarative sen-

tences. However, we sidestep the evaluation challenges that

come with generating sentences [45, 7], while also provid-

ing visual evidence for verbs that should aid captioning. At

least partially motivated by the same concerns, there are re-

cent efforts to formulate Visual Question Answering (VQA)

tasks [1, 39, 51, 18, 9], where the system must answer ques-

tions like “What is the person using to cut the grass?” In a

pilot study on a VQA dataset [1], we found that up to 20%

of questions ask about a semantic role, suggesting that situ-

ation recognition could be beneficial.

Finally, situation recognition is related to two parallel ef-

forts to define visual semantic role labeling tasks. Both pro-

vide instance-level information with bounding regions for

objects [23, 40]. We instead focus on classification, anno-

tate an order of magnitude more images and are the first to

consider more than two semantic roles.

4. Dataset Collection

We introduce SituNet, a dataset of images labeled with

situations. Our annotation approach is scalable, the image

labeling is done on Mechanical Turk and covers over 500

verbs with 125,000 images, and is relatively affordable, an-

notation cost approximately $80 per verb.

4.1. Filtering and Labeling FrameNet

FrameNet is a rich resource that pairs verbs with frames

and semantic roles. It is designed to cover, as much as pos-

sible, all English verbs and all roles they can take, not just

those that can be visually recognized in an image. For ex-

ample, it would include verbs such as attempt with roles

such as goal that take other verbs as arguments. To define

our recognition task, we manually filtered FrameNet to find

verbs and roles that could be reliably recognized in images,

and provide English labels for use in the crowdsourcing in-

terface. This was done by a small set of trusted annotators.

Finding Visual Verbs and Roles We gathered 9683 can-

didate verbs and asked annotators to determine if they could

be reliably recognized in images, and, if so, to provide a

support image.1 Verbs that were not recognizable gener-

ally fell into one of a few classes, including: (a) abstract,

such as “presuming,” (b) representational, such as “think-

ing,” where we could find a supporting image evocative of

the verb but did not depict it literally happening (c) techni-

cal, including “blanching,” where crowd workers were un-

likely to know the word’s meaning, or otherwise just (d)

hard, including “insufflating,” where the annotator does not

know the word or what it would look like. Annotators were

first calibrated to confirm they understood these categories

and confusing cases were publicly discussed. In total, 1053

verbs (10.9%) were marked as visually recognizable. To

find visual roles, annotators were shown visual verbs and

their example images and asked to select the subset of visu-

ally recognizable semantic roles, a generally easier task.

Labeling Verbs and Roles To support later crowd sourc-

ing, the annotators also provided simple English descrip-

tions of the visual verbs and roles. They wrote a single sen-

tence that summarizes all of the roles for each verb. For ex-

ample, for the verb clipping in Figure 1, the sentence would

be “An AGENT clips an ITEM from a SOURCE using a

TOOL in a PLACE.” This sentence was shown to crowd

workers to define the roles that each verb supports.

Example Creation Finally, to help crowd workers under-

stand how to produce situation annotations, a few exam-

ple image labels were produced for each verb. Five com-

puter science undergraduates read definitions for all 1053

candidate verbs and retrieved three images that correspond

to each verb from Google Image Search. If the annotators

were unable to find such images, the verb was removed.

Overall, 580 verbs passed this filtering stage.

4.2. Image Annotation

The final image annotations were gathered on Amazon

Mechanical Turk in a two-stage process, that involved first

filtering automatically collected images and then filling in

the role values for target frames.
1We extended the nearly 5,000 verbs in FrameNet to include addi-

tional verbs from PropBank [27], a closely related verb lexicon, that were

mapped to FrameNet as part of the SemLink project [37].
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Figure 2. A word cloud of verbs in SituNet where larger words

have a larger rate of unseen value-role combinations. Verbs with

a low rate, e.g. “flossing” (0.7%) have specific meaning as com-

pared to verbs such as “putting” (15.5%) or “biting” (7.7%).

Candidate Image Filtering Candidate images were re-

trieved by searching for phrases related to a target activ-

ity in Google Image Search. Phrases were mined from a

subset of Google Syntactic N-Grams [19] that focuses on

verb-argument structure. The phrases we extracted contain

the target verb and include all descendants of the verb in a

syntactic parse. We selected 450 such phrases, picking the

most frequent 150 that contain “n-subj,” ,“d-obj”, or “p-obj”

dependencies. For example,“cutting” would have the p-obj

“scissors.” Using dependencies guarantees that the queried

words occur in different syntactic positions relative to the

target verb. We retrieved 200 full-color medium-sized im-

ages that pass safe search and consider all returned images

as candidates. Workers were instructed to select images that

contain the desired activity and (1) are not modified or com-

puter generated and (2) contain at least some part of the

main entity doing the action in the image.

Value Filling Selected images were next presented for

value filling. Workers were shown a definition of the tar-

get verb, a sentence summarizing the semantic roles asso-

ciated with verb and example images of realized frames for

that verb. They were asked to chose a category from an

auto-complete drop-down menu, that also presents synset

definitions, to fill slots; to select the most specific WordNet

synset, and if more than one could apply, select the most

relevant. For groups, they were asked to either find a word

that refers to the group (for example, “people,” “couple”) or

simply use the singular (“person”). They were required to

annotate at least one value per image and not to fill in values

that could not be reasonably inferred from the image.

4.3. Diversity and Coverage

The goal of SituNet is to include as many verbs as possi-

ble and have samples for all unique combinations of seman-

tic roles and values. This is challenging because situations

are structured and there can be a combinatorial number of

possible realized frames. We adopted a dynamic strategy to

Figure 3. A word cloud of verbs in SituNet where larger words

have a larger true positive rate for images retrieved from Google

Image Search. Verbs with low rates, i.e. “fanning” (1%), were cost

prohibitive to annotate. For all verbs, the average rate was 6.6%.

increase diversity while not wasting money on verbs where

we have already seen most combinations. First, candidate

images from Google Image Search were presented for filter-

ing by uniformly drawing images from query phrases, thus

maximizing the diversity of types of images. 200 images

were annotated in this way with full structures, providing a

lower bound on the number of images per verb in SituNet.

Then, we dynamically decided whether to continue to col-

lect more annotations.

The rate at which unseen combinations occur can be ap-

proximated by splitting the data into a train and test set and

computing how often a value appears in a semantic role in

the test set but never appeared in train set. We refer to this

as the out of vocabulary (OOV) rate of a verb, and compute

it by averaging 1000 random splits of the data. Figure 2

visualizes the current OOV rate for a sample of verbs cur-

rently in SituNet. If during the collection process the OOV

rate of verb was greater than 5%, we continued to collect

images, up to a maximum of 400 images. While for some

verbs this significantly improved the OOV rate, other verbs

will always have a high rate. For example, despite collect-

ing 400 images of the verb “making” and “putting,” both

have an OOV rate of 15%. This is a fundamental challenge

in situation recognition. On the other hand, “baptizing” has

an OOV of zero with just 200 image samples. The final

global OOV rate in SituNet is 3.5%.

4.4. Cost

During the collection process, every verb had a hard con-

straint of costing no more than $120 and was discontinued

when it exceeded this amount. The largest contributor to

the cost of collecting SituNet was the true positive rate of

candidates retrieved from Google Image Search. Figure 3

shows the true positive rates for a sample of verbs currently

in SituNet. Over 25% of verbs were cost prohibitive to col-

lect directly from Google Image Search results. In cases

when we were able to collect at least 50 images but ex-
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verbs 504

images 126,102

realized frames / image 3

total annotations 1,481,851

unique entities ( >= 3) 11,538 (6794)

semantic roles / verb (range) 3.55 (1 - 6)

semantic roles (types) 1788 (190)

images / verb (range) 250.2 (200 - 400)

unique realized frames (>= 3) 205,095 (21,505)

out of vocabulary rate (range) 3.5% ( 0% - 15.8% )

train / dev / test 75,702 / 25,200 / 25,200

Table 1. Summary statistics of SituNet.

Majority 1-link 2-link 3-link

all Roles 76.8 81.5 84.8 86.5

w/o Place 81.5 84.6 88.2 89.9

Table 2. Agreement statistics for situation role annotations in

SituNet, with and without the Place role. Majority means that at

least 2 of 3 Turker annotations agree. N-link means that a majority

agree under the relaxed criteria of two synsets matching if they are

within N links of each other in the WordNet hierarchy.

ceeded a cost threshold before collecting 200 images, we

made a second effort. A new set of queries for Google Im-

age Search was constructed by pairing the verb with a noun

that occurred in an annotated frame. The returned images

were used to reseed the filter phase of our annotation. This

second round allowed us to reduce the percentage of failed

verbs to 13%. Overall, failed verbs contributed $7 to the

cost of annotating each verb.

5. Dataset Statistics

Table 1 provides summary statistics about SituNet, col-

lected as described in the last section. In this section, we

summarize the overall annotator agreement and highlight

several interesting aspects of the data.

Agreement Quality control at scale is challenging. We

used an automatic algorithm that discards annotations from

workers that it estimates to be unreliable. The details are

described in the supplementary material.

All images were annotated by three crowd workers. We

measure agreement by comparing the values that workers

annotated for semantic roles. We say that two semantic role

annotations on a single image agree when they indicate the

same WordNet synset (or ∅). Furthermore, we compute a

relaxed version of this criterion, allowing two annotations to

match if the synsets are within 1, 2 or 3 links in the WordNet

hierarchy. As a point of reference, the following synsets are

all 3 links away from each other: “musical instrument” and

“trumpet,” “child” and “little girl,” and “girl” and “person.”

Table 2 summarizes agreement in SituNet.

While the agreement numbers are very high, especially

considering Turkers can select one of 80,000 values for each

semantic role, there are systematic sources of ambiguity.

Place, a semantic role present in all frames, is highly am-
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Figure 4. The number of semantic roles a noun can participate in,

on a log-scale. 62% of nouns in SituNet appear with more than one

semantic role. The most frequent noun, “man” appears in 44.6% of

the roles. On the right are the different roles the nouns “car” and

“elephant” paricipate in. Some roles can define particular view-

points, such the role “place” being assigned “car” commonly indi-

cates the interior view of the car.

biguous because it can be identified in three ways: a close

interacting object, (e.g., reading at a “desk”), an overall lo-

cation type (e.g., reading in an “office”) or a coarse iden-

tifier (e.g., reading “inside”). Table 2 demonstrates that

place is indeed a major contributor to disagreement, ac-

counting for over 25% cases where workers failed to pro-

duce a majority. This type of disagreement provides a num-

ber of alternative correct answers. Other sources of dis-

agreement are described in the supplementary material.

Entity-Role Relations Figure 4 shows a uniform sample

of nouns and the number of semantic roles they participate

in. As expected there is a large variance; for example,“man”

can take up to 798 roles while “basin” only takes 1 role. We

also compute the inverse of these statistics: the number of

nouns that a role can take, as shown in Figure 5.

Entity-Verb Relations Figure 6 shows the number of en-

tities a sample of verbs can take. As expected, less struc-

tured verbs like “putting” have 653 entities and heavily

structured verbs like “flossing” only take 42 nouns.

6. Structured Prediction of Frames

Our CRF for predicting a situation, S = (v,Rf ), given

an image i, decomposes over the verb v and semantic role-

value pairs (e, ne) in the realized frameRf = {(e, ne) : e ∈
Ef}. The CRF parameters θ can be trained directly from

our situation-labeled data. The full distribution, with poten-
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Figure 5. On the left, the number of nouns that can participate in a

sample of semantic roles (not all labeled). On average 64.7 nouns

appear per role. Some roles, such as the “tool” of “surfing” take

very few values, indicating the majority of the information about

the situation is indicated by the verb. On the right are examples of

nouns that fill the “target” of “brushing” (the thing being brushed)

and the “item” of carrying (the thing being carried), showing sig-

nificant visual variation when the values are changed.

tials for verbs ψv and semantic roles ψe takes the form:

p(S|i; θ) ∝ ψv(v, i; θ)
∏

(e,ne)∈Rf

ψe(v, e, ne, i; θ) (1)

Computing the normalization is efficient: we can enumerate

all valid verb-semantic role pairs and then for all pairs sum

all possible semantic role values.

Each potential in the CRF is log linear:

ψv(v, i; θ) = eφv(v,i)θ (2)

ψe(v, e, ne, i; θ) = eφe(v,e,ne,i)θ (3)

where φe and φv encode scores from the output of a CNN.

To learn this model, we assume that for an image i in dataset

D there can, in general, be a set Ai of possible ground truth

situations. We optimize the log-likelihood of observing at

least one situation S ∈ Ai:

∑

i∈D

log
(

1−
∏

S∈Ai

(1− p(S|i; θ))
)

(4)

CRF Features In Equation 2 and 3 we introduce two fea-

ture functions that are implemented by adapting a neural

network pretrained on the ImageNet Challenge [41]. We

use VGG Large Network [43] in Caffe [25] with the final

layers reduced to dimensionality 1024. The output of VGG
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item:poop item: pumpkin seed

tool:pot tool: scooper

food: milk

receiver: piglet

food: carrot

receiver: dolpin

Figure 6. On the left, the number of nouns that appear with a sam-

ple of verbs (not all labeled). Some verbs (e.g. putting or scoop-

ing) require the ability to predict hundreds of noun values, while

others (e.g. flossing) can only happen in a few canonical ways. On

average, 199 nouns occur with a verb. On the right are example

nouns for “scooping” and “feeding” and the roles they play.

is used as the input to a fully connected layer which pre-

dicts potential values in our CRF, similar to neural networks

used for semantic role labeling in sentences [15]. At train-

ing time, we optimize Equation 4 with stochastic gradient

ascent using a batch size of 192. We fine tune all layers of

VGG for 30 epochs and reduce the initial learning rate of

1e-5 by a factor of ten for every ten epochs.

7. Experiments

We present the first results for situation prediction in

SituNet and also compare performance to baselines that in-

dependently recognize activities and objects.

7.1. Situation Recognition

Metrics We measure accuracy for different components

of predicted situations. Because the evaluation data has sit-

uations provided by multiple annotators, we consider verb

predictions (verb) and semantic role-value pair predictions

(value) correct if they match any of the annotations. A real-

ized frame is correct if it either strictly matches all semantic

role-value pairs provided by a single annotation (value-full)

or if each pair matches at least one (possibly different) an-

notation (value-any). We also report accuracy with ground

truth verbs.

Systems In addition to the CRF model described in Sec-

tion 6, we also present a simple discrete classification base-

line. The classifier selects one of the 10 most frequent re-

alized frames for each verb seen in the training data, pro-
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top-1 predicted verb top-5 predicted verbs ground truth verbs

verb value value-any value-full verb value value-all value-full value value-all value-full

d
ev

Discrete Classifier 26.4 4.0 0.4 0.2 51.1 7.8 0.6 0.4 14.4 0.9 0.6

CRF 32.2 24.6 14.3 11.2 58.6 42.7 22.7 17.5 65.9 29.5 22.3

te
st Discrete Classifier 26.8 4.1 0.3 0.2 51.2 7.8 0.5 0.4 14.4 0.8 0.6

CRF 32.3 24.6 14.2 11.2 58.9 42.8 22.5 17.5 65.7 29.0 22.0

Table 3. Situation prediction results in SituNet.

ducing a 5040-class problem. For training, each realized

frame is assigned as a positive example to the classifier out-

put with the fewest number of differences. The classifier

uses the same VGG features and fine tuning procedure as

the CRF but with an initial learning rate of 1e-3.

Quantitative Results Table 3 summarizes our experi-

ments on the SituNet development set. We also ran these

experiments once on the SituNet test which confirms our

development results. Overall, the CRF outperforms the dis-

crete classifier by large margins. Verb accuracy is 32.5%

and rises to 59% in the top-5. We can isolate the perfor-

mance of assigning values to semantic roles by considering

prediction accuracy given ground truth verbs. The discrete

classifier is significantly worse in this context at value and

full prediction because it cannot assign new combinations

of entities to roles at test time.

Qualitative Results Figure 7 shows a random selection

of predictions from the CRF model on the development im-

ages where it predicted the correct verb. Over two thirds of

the cases are correct or have only one incorrect role assign-

ment. Furthermore, many of the errors are actually some-

what plausible. For example, the pole vaulter in the bottom

right image is going over a horizontal pole. Other cases

show similar reasonable errors, including confusing a cow

with a horse, in the image second from the top and right.

7.2. Activity and Object Recognition

Metrics We evaluate activity and object recognition using

top-1 and top-5 accuracy. For activity recognition, we treat

the situation activity label as the gold standard. For object

recognition, we assume any synset value annotated in a la-

beled frame is a gold standard object in the image.

Systems For activity recognition, we adapt our situation

CRF by maximizing the potential in Equation 1 and pre-

dicting the corresponding verb. As a baseline, we train a

discrete classifier for all verbs in SituNet, using VGG fea-

tures and an identical fine tuning setup as the CRF but with

an initial learning rate of 1e-3. For object recognition, we

use our CRF to compute probability of observing any synset

in the dataset by marginalizing Equation 1 over verbs and

predicting the synset with the maximum marginal probabil-

ity. As a baseline, we train an discrete classifier for all noun

synsets in SituNet. We create psuedo-examples for every

activity object

top-1 top-5 top-1 top-5

d
ev

Activity 30.6 57.4 - -

Object - - 64.9 94.1

Situation 32.25 58.6 72.9 95.0

te
st

Activity 31.1 57.7 - -

Object - - 64.1 94.2

Situation 32.3 58.9 72.7 94.8

Table 4. Object and activity recognition results in SituNet.

unique synset associated with an image and train the classi-

fier on this expanded dataset, using identical training setup

as the CRF but with an initial learning rate of 1e-3.

Quantitative Results Table 4 summarizes our experi-

ments on the SituNet development set. We also ran these ex-

periments once on the SituNet test data, which confirms our

development results. Our situation CRF significantly out-

performs predicting either activities or objects in isolation,

by 1.2% and by 8.6% at top-1, respectively. Overall, the re-

sults are encouraging; the context provided by situations is

helping significantly, and improved models that more accu-

rately reason about how objects interact with activities have

significant potential to improve all three recognition tasks.

8. Conclusion

We introduced the problem of situation recognition and

described the construction of SituNet, a large new situa-

tion recognition data set. Key to the formulation was the

use of semantic roles to represent how objects, actors, and

other entities participate in different activities. The situation

recognition task is challenging but provides strong context

for recognizing activities and objects. Future work involves

developing more accurate models and using them in appli-

cations, including image captioning and visual QA.
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WIPING

AGENT BOY
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TOOL SPOON
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Figure 7. Example realized situations from SituNet. Below each image is a table where the first row is the activity, the left column is

semantic roles, and the right column is values for those roles. On the left outlined in gold are examples of gold standard annotated data.

On the right is random output from our CRF model when it correctly predicted the activity. Incorrect semantic role values are highlighted

in red, whereas correct ones are green.
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